




STRUCTURE AND FUNCTION OF UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT: The Legislative Branch

Influences on Congress from Constituencies

Members of Congress are influenced by two main constituencies: voters and special
interest groups. They must listen to both groups’ concerns and try to balance them.

Voters
Constituents of a member of Congress
often believe their interests should
supersede those of the nation.

Service to the constituency is a primary
function of members of Congress. The
increase in federal programs has made
it essential that a representative or
senator “look out” for the interests of
his/her district or state.

Most members devote a large portion
of their staff and funds to their districts’
interests, knowing that it is essential to
their re-election.

The voter must be made aware of the
efforts and the voting record of his/her
representative or senator. Therefore,
the elected official:

makes frequent trips home

takes on “casework”—individual
concerns of his or her
constituents, for example, helping
someone obtain a small business
loan, or making sure that a retiring
veteran receives all of his benefits

has staff review and answer
constituent mail

hires pollsters during an election
year to gauge public opinion

Special Interest Groups 
Lobbyists or representatives of 
special interest groups have gained
considerable leverage in Congress in
the past century.

Their function is to persuade members
of Congress to support policies of
importance to the groups they represent.

More than 6,000 lobbyists (representing
more than 11,000 firms or organizations)
are registered in Washington.

Lobbyists provide in-depth information to
members of Congress and testify at
hearings. Their techniques have become
very sophisticated and very effective.

Special interest groups form Political
Action Committees (PACs) for the
purpose of raising money to support
political campaigns. In 1985, the
Supreme Court protected PACs by
saying that limiting the amount of money
PACs use to support candidates would
be a violation of free speech. 
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Legislative Power and Function: Overview

Legislative Branch
(The Congress)

Makes the Laws

Executive Branch
(The President)

Enforces the Law

Judicial Branch
(The Supreme Court)

Interprets the Law

The U.S. Constitution

The U.S. Constitution

Article VI, Section 2: 

This Constitution, and the laws of the United

States which shall be made in pursuance thereof,

and all treaties made, or which shall be made, under

the authority of the United Sates, shall be the

supreme law of the land: and the judges in every

State shall be bound thereby, anything in the

Constitution or laws of any State to the contrary

notwithstanding

Article III, Section 1: 

The judicial power of the United

States shall be vested in one Supreme

Court, and in such inferior courts as

the Congress may from time to time

ordain and establish . . .

Article I, Section 1: 

All legislative powers herein

granted shall be vested in a

Congress of the United States . . .

Article II, Section 1: 

The executive power shall be
vested in a President of the

United States of America . . .
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Legislative Powers: Denied Powers

Examples of Powers Denied 
by the Constitution

Congress cannot

Suspend the writ of habeas corpus (the right of a
person to go before a judge and question his or her
imprisonment)

Pass any bill of attainder (law convicting a person of
felony or treason) or ex post facto law (a law making
something illegal “after the fact”)

Tax exports

Pass laws that favor the trade of one state over
another

Spend money on items not established by law

Grant any titles of nobility

Examples of Powers Denied 
by the Bill of Rights 
(These limit Congress’s powers in relation to
individuals)

Congress cannot 

Establish any religion or bar the exercise of any
religion

Limit free speech, the press, or the ability of people
to assemble and protest government action

Pass laws that allow unreasonable searches and
seizures

STOP

CAUTION

GO
CONGRESSIONAL

POWER

Denied Powers
The Constitution and the Bill of
Rights expressly deny certain
powers to Congress.

Bill of Rights, Amendment I:

Congress shall make no law respecting
an establishment of religion, or

prohibiting the free exercise thereof

Congress shall make no law . . .
abridging the freedom of speech, or

of the press, or the right of the
people peaceably to assemble, and to

petition the Government for a
redress of grievances.

Bill of Rights, Amendment IV:

The right of the people to be secure
in their persons, houses, papers, and
effects, against unreasonable searches

and seizures . . . 

Article I, Section 9
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Legislative Powers: Expressed and Implied

Overview: Congress has some powers that
are expressly outlined in the Constitution,
and others, called implied powers, that are
not stated outright but that Congress may
assume in order to carry out its expressed
powers. This does not give Congress 
free rein. The implied powers must be
“reasonably” drawn from expressed powers.

Expressed Powers 
Powers expressly stated 
in the Constitution

Sovereign Powers

Power to declare war

Power to raise and support armed forces

Power to regulate the naturalization of citizens

Power to approve treaties with foreign nations

Power to acquire, manage, and dispose of federal territories

Financial Powers

Power to borrow money

Power to impose and collect taxes

Power to establish bankruptcy laws

Power to “coin” money and set its value

Commerce Powers

Power to regulate trade:
with foreign nations
between states
with Indian nations

Judicial Powers

Power to create all federal courts below the Supreme Court

Power to organize and compose a federal judiciary

Power to define federal crimes and establish punishment
for such crimes

Selected Implied 
Powers
Powers derived from 
Expressed Powers

In 1947, through its expressed power to raise armies,
Congress created the Air Force.

Alexander Hamilton, the first secretary of the treasury,
urged Congress to create a national bank. He argued that
the powers to create such a bank were implied by
Congress’s expressed financial powers.

In 1862, Congress established the Internal Revenue
Service to collect taxes and punish tax evaders.

In 1995, the World Trade Organization is created as a
successor to the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade.

Congress expanded the judicial system through its
expressed power to create all federal courts lower than 
the Supreme Court. In 2003, a comprehensive network 
of courts exists, including 12 Courts of Appeals and 94
federal district courts.

U.S. Constitution,
Article I, section 8, Clause 18:

“To make all laws which shall be
necessary and proper for carrying into
execution the foregoing powers . . . .” 

The Necessary and Proper Clause, also called the “Elastic
Clause,” is the constitutional basis for “implied powers.”

STOP

CAUTION

GO
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STOP
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CONGRESSIONAL
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Legislative Calendars: Scheduling of Bills

Once a bill passes out of committee, it is placed on a calendar to determine its order of floor
consideration. Party leaders are in charge of setting the agenda, but they are dependent on
committees to process legislation so that it can be considered. Outside events and pressures
can influence the timing of floor consideration: Upcoming elections, for example, can be a
critical factor in the scheduling of controversial bills. In addition, members, pressure groups,
and executive officials all try to influence the House and Senate agendas.

House 
The House uses five 
separate calendars. 
They are: 

UNITED STATES HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

House Calendar 
For public bills

UNITED STATES HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Private Calendar 
or Calendar of the Committee of the Whole House 

(a committee composed of all representatives)

For private bills

UNITED STATES HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Union Calendar 
or Calendar of the Committee of the Whole House 

(a committee composed of all representatives) on the State of the Union

For bills on revenues, appropriations, or government property

UNITED STATES HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Consent Calendar 
For all bills from the Union or House Calendar 

taken out of order and for minor bills with no opposition

UNITED STATES HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Discharge Calendar 
Petitions to discharge bills from committee

S E N A T E O F T H E U N I T E D S T A T E S

Calendar of General Orders 
For all legislation: major, minor, controversial, or non-controversial

S E N A T E O F T H E U N I T E D S T A T E S

Executive Calendar 
For treaties or nominations under the Senate’s 

advice and consent responsibilities

Senate
The Senate uses just
two calendars. They are: 
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Congressional Rules: Precedents and Informal Rules

Aside from the formal rules established by each chamber of Congress, lawmakers are
governed by two kinds of unwritten rules: precedents and folkways.

Precedents are “accumulated past decisions on matters of procedure.” They are the
“common law” of Congress and govern many procedures not explicitly covered in the
formal rules. Precedents permit variations in the rules through the “unanimous consent” of
its members. When either the speaker of the House or the president of the Senate makes
rulings, these become part of the large body of “precedents” and are given formal status.
The parliamentarians in each chamber print and distribute these precedents to members.

Folkways are accepted modes of behavior that members are expected to observe. When
these “folkways” are violated, news is often made. Here are six examples:

1. Focus on Legislative Work
Members of Congress should concentrate on
lawmaking and not seek publicity. This can be
difficult because lawmakers are often in the public
spotlight.

2. Courtesy or Civility
Lawmakers should be solicitous of other members
and should avoid personal attacks on one another.

3. Specialization
Members should become experts in a few areas,
rather than try to be “jacks of all trades.”

4. Compromise and Reciprocity
Members of Congress must be willing to compromise
to expedite the law making process. Reciprocity is a
part of compromise—members must be willing to
trade legislative favors to get bills passed.

5. Loyalty
Members are expected to show loyalty to their parties
in Congress in certain key legislative votes. Loyalty to
one’s constituents is also expected, and these two
obligations may sometimes create a conflict.

6. Seniority
Longer service in Congress makes one eligible for
more prominent positions on committees and in
leadership.

Washington Chronicle

Clinton's Living 

History Breaks Sales 

Records Everywhere

J u l y  1 ,  2 0 0 3

Washington Chronicle

J u n e  1 6 ,  2 0 0 3

Democrat Charles 

Rangel Supports 

Bush in Iraq War
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Congressional Rules and Procedures

House Rules
The House’s rules run to more than 650 pages.

Since the House is so large, it is more unwieldy;
consequently more rules are needed.

The spirit of the House is reflected in its rules: they
define the specific actions of members.

Examples of rules of the House 

Rule I 
Duties of the Speaker

Rule X
Establishment and Jurisdiction of Standing
Committees

Rule XIV 
Of Decorum and Debate

Senate Rules
The Senate’s rules number only 90 pages.

The Senate is a small, more exclusive body; rules
are less needed.

The spirit of the Senate is reflected in its rules: they
enhance the freedom of the senators. 

Examples of rules of the Senate 

Rule I 
Appointment of a Senator to the Chair

Rule V 
Suspension and Amendment of the Rules

Rule XXIII
Privilege of the Floor

Current Rules

The House and Senate print their rules every two years. The rules in both houses require
a simple majority for most votes.

The Constitution authorizes the House 
and Senate to establish their own rules 
of procedure.

Thomas Jefferson wrote the first parliamentary manual for the U.S. Senate:

Excerpt: It is much more material that there should be a rule to go by, than what the rule is:
that there may be uniformity of proceeding in business not subject to the caprice of the
Speaker or [capriciousness] of the members. It is very material that order, decency and

regularity be preserved in a dignified public body. 

Congressional historian Walter J. Oleszek describes congressional rules thus:

Excerpt: “[They] are not neutral devices, they help to shore up the more powerful members
as well as protect the rights of the minority.”

HOUSE RULES

SENATE RULES

Article 1,Section 5, Clause 2 

Each House may determine
the rules of its proceedings . . . 
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Senate Leadership

Senate

Vice President
Is the president of the Senate

May not take part in debates

May try to influence a vote through contact with senators

May recognize members and put questions to a vote

May vote only in the event of a tie

President Pro Tempore
Presides when the vice president is not present

Usually is the most senior member of the majority party

Majority Leader
Nominates members to party committees

Affects assignment of members to committees

Influences the election of party officers

Appoints ad hoc party task forces to
study and recommend reforms

With advice of minority leader, controls scheduling

Programs and expedites his/her party’s legislation

Receives special recognition on the floor

Minority Leader
Summarizes criticisms of the

majority party’s legislation

Mobilizes support for minority party positions

Acts as Senate spokesperson for the
president if both are of the same party

Temporary Presiding Officer 
Presides when neither the vice president nor
the president pro tempore is present

Usually a senior member of the majority party

See description for
Whips in the

House of Representatives
Majority Whip Minority Whip
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Standing Committees, Subcommittees, Special Committees, and Caucuses  

Standing Committees
(Example: House Ways & Means
Committee)

Permanent status: carry over from 
one Congress to another

Are written into the rules of 
the House and Senate

Subcommittees
(Example: House Subcommittee on
Labor Management Relations of the
Education and Labor Committee)

Most are permanent.

Select or Special 
Committees
(Example: Senate Select Committee
on Intelligence)

Temporary: Authorized to operate for
only a specific period or until the
project for which they were created 
has been completed. May last one or
two Congresses.

Caucuses for 
Special Interests
(Example: Congressional 
Black Caucus) 

Temporary or Permanent
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DURATION DESCRIPTION MEMBERSHIP

Have permanently authorized staff

Have broad legislative mandates

Number has increased because of 
the increased workload of Congress

Subdivisions of committees

Vary in importance; some function
almost autonomously 

Enable members of Congress to
develop expertise in specialized fields

Number has increased because of 
the increased workload of Congress

Usually investigate pressing problems
rather than work on legislation

Examine key issues of public concern

Coordinate policy that overlaps the
jurisdictions of several standing
committees

Officially known as “legislative service
organizations” (LSOs)

Must be registered as an LSO to use
congressional office space for meetings

Cannot receive outside contributions or
must sever all ties with the House

Attempt, sometimes successfully, 
to influence legislation

Have proliferated during past several
decades

Majority party in each house controls
these committees and selects chair-
persons. Committee membership is in
direct proportion to the number of 
party members in parent house.

Composed of members of majority and
minority parties in the same proportion
as on full committees

Composition of committee varies

Members of one party who hold
common views on issues that are
important to them and their
constituents. Members are from 
both chambers.

Spencer Abraham,
Department of Energy

secretary (at right), with
members of the Senate

Armed Services Committee
on March 20, 2003. In his

testimony, Abraham
expressed confidence that

the United States could
replace potential losses of

crude oil resulting from the 
war in Iraq.
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Report
recommended

legislation to the
floor of their

chamber
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Congressional Committee System: Overview  

The core work of the Congress is accomplished in committees. This is where details of
bills are decided, differences are ironed out, and special investigations and specialized
reporting are conducted, to name just a few functions. It is the heart and soul of the
legislative process.

Functions Directly Relating to Legislation

More General Functions
Survey policy developments

Oversee activities of executive and judicial agencies within their jurisdictions

Enable lawmakers to become specialists in areas that their committees consider

Hold public hearings to enable the populace to become more informed on key issues

Types of 
Committees
There are seven different 
types of committees that
carry out this work

Joint
Committee

Select or
Special

Committee

Conference
Committee

Standing
Committee

Sub-
committee

Committee
on

Committees

Caucus for
Special

Interests

I N O U T

Select from the approximately 20,000 bills presented those that they 
feel merit further examination. This involves listening to opponents and
supporters to determine if a bill has a chance of becoming a law.

Devise and revise 
legislation on a smaller
scale than the full 
House and 
Senate.

Full house’s concern: 
overall scope of bill

Committee’s
concern:

details of legislation

108TH CONGRESS1st Session

REPORT108-44

The United States Senate
Select Committee on

Intelligence submitted 
the followingCOMMITTEE REPORT

SENATE

Committee 
in-box:

20,000 bills

Committee 
out-box:

bills worth 
looking into
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Types of Legislation  

There are five kinds of bills and resolutions, only three of which carry the full force of law. 

Carry the force of law
Public Bills
The most common type of legislation, public bills are
measures that apply to the nation as a whole.

Examples: Tax measures, amendments for patents,
appropriations for the Air Force 

Private Bills 
Far less common than public bills, private bills are
measures that apply narrowly to certain persons or
places rather than to the whole nation.

Example: A bill passed to compensate an Idaho
sheep farmer for losses due to attacks by grizzly
bears from Yellowstone National Park

Joint Resolutions
These address unusual or incidental circumstances.
They are also used to propose constitutional
amendments and for annexation of territories.

Example: Joint resolution passed to appropriate funds
for president’s inaugural ceremony. 

Do not carry the force of law
Concurrent Resolutions 
Matters in which both the House and Senate must
act jointly. Used by Congress to express facts,
principles, opinions, and the purposes of both
houses. These resolutions are not binding until both
chambers concur; they are not sent to the president
for approval.

Example: Fixing the time of adjournment of Congress

Resolutions 
Sometimes called “simple resolutions.” Resolutions
deal with matters that affect only one chamber. A
resolution is not considered by the other chamber
and is not sent to the president.

Example: Adoption of a new House procedure
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Private Laws

Public Laws

Public and Private Laws
in hundreds

1st (1789-90)

20th (1827-28)

40th (1867-68)

59th (1905-06)

60th (1907-08)

80th (1947-48)

87th (1961-62)

88th (1963-64)

89th (1965-66)

90th (1967-68)

95th (1977-78)

96th (1979-80)

97th (1981-82)

98th (1983-84)

99th (1985-86)

100th (1987-88)

101st (1989-90)

102nd (1991-92)

103rd (1993-94)

104th (1995-96)

105th (1997-98)

106th (1999-2000)

107th (2001-02)

The 59th Congress (1905-
1906) passed 6,248 private
laws; the 107th Congress
(2001-2002) passed only 6.

?!
 Did 
You 
Know

?
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House of Representatives Leadership 

House of Representatives

Speaker of the House
Chamber’s presiding officer

Decides points of order

Refers bills and resolutions to appropriate 
House committees

Schedules legislation for floor action

Appoints House members to select, joint, and 
House-Senate conference committees

Majority Leader & Minority Leader
Appointed by parties to shape and
direct the strategy on the House floor

Maintain their parties’ alliances to garner voting 
majorities to pass or defeat bills and amendments

Formulate the party’s legislative program 
in cooperation with the speaker

With other party leaders steer their 
program through the House

Ensure that committee chairs take action on bills

Majority Whip & Minority Whip
Each party elects a whip to aid the floor leader
in implementing the party’s legislative program

Help develop a party program

Transmit information to party members in the chamber

Assist leaders in developing a count 
and a strategy for key vote

Build coalitions to pass bills and amendments

Gather intelligence, know where the key votes are, 
and use persuasive tactics to garner more votes

Majority Whip Minority Whip

Majority Leader Minority Leader

Speaker of the House
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Assigning Members to Committees  

Historically, the speaker of the House assigned committee members. These assignment
decisions were often part of the bargaining process to determine who would receive the
speakership. In the 1850s, however, political parties gained control over committee
assignments. At the beginning of each new Congress, in both the House and the Senate,
the parties give the job of appointing committee members to the “Committee on
Committees.” The parties select these powerful committees differently.

Senate Committee on 
Committee Selection

Senate Republicans allow the chair of the
Republican Conference to appoint members
to the “committee on committees,” which
then makes committee assignments.

Senate Democrats require the floor leader to
appoint  a “steering committee” that 
makes committee selections. 

House Committee on 
Committee Selection

The Democratic party’s “committee on
committees” is composed of the
Democratic members of the Ways and
Means Committee, the speaker, and the
floor leader.

The Republican party’s “committee on
committees” is made up of one member
from each state that has a Republican
representative. 
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Conflict between Executive and Legislative Branches

Congress and the President are often in conflict for three main reasons:

1. They Have Different Constituencies
Members of Congress are elected by constituents in their states or districts. The interests of the constituents
are much narrower than those of the broad electorate that chooses the president. Thus senators and
representatives may have viewpoints that differ considerably from the president.

2. They Have Different Political Timetables
The election cycles of the president, senators, and representatives are all different. A president has at most, if
he/she is re-elected, eight years to pass a legislative agenda. Midway through the first four-year term, a
president may be concerned about the next election.

Senators have six years in which to pass legislation; representatives have
only two years and are therefore nearly always campaigning. Because
members of Congress may serve unlimited terms in office in many states,
they can plan for re-election regardless of the success of the president’s
legislative agenda.

ROAD BLOCK
Stalling and Revising

in Committee

ROAD BLOCK
Legislative
Override

ROAD BLOCK
Presidential

Veto

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14

Representative’s Term = 
2 years

President’s Term = 4 years

Senator’s Term = 6 years

Legislators’ Concern:
States and Districts

President's Concern:
The Whole Country

3. Party Politics
Party politics is a major source 
of conflict between the branches. In shaping
public policy, the president and Congress often clash
because the president is often not of the same party as the
majority party in both houses of Congress. Thus the different legislative
agendas of each party automatically create contention.

Adding to this conflict are the ways in which each branch may block the
other’s powers. Congress needs the president’s approval to pass legislation.
The president may veto a bill, but Congress may override a presidential
veto. Congressional committees can also block the president’s legislative
proposals by stalling, revising, ignoring, or killing a bill at the prompting
of a strong chairperson.
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Case Study: A Bill’s Journey Through Congress 

Senate Action 

Government Affairs Committee holds hearings on S4

Budget Committee holds hearings on S4

Budget Committee approves S4

Government Affairs Committee holds hearings on S4

Budget Committee reports on S4

Government Affairs Committee approves S4

Government Affairs Committee reports on S4

Senate considers S4

Senate passes S4

Senate appoints conferees to S4

1/12/95

1/18/95

1/25/95

1/27/95

1/30/95

2/2-2/3/95

2/6/95

2/14/95

2/23/95

2/27/95

3/2/95

3/7/95

3/20-3/22/95

3/23/95

5/17/95

6/20/95

9/7/95

3/21/96

3/27/96

The following is an example of legislation recently passed by the 104th Congress. 

Line Item Veto 
House of Representatives Bill 2 (HR2) 

Authorizes the president to veto all or specific portions of appropriations bills, unless overridden by Congress. 

Senate Bill 4 (S4) 
Same as HR2, but would break appropriations bills into many separate bills. 

These bills would then be subject to a presidential veto.

Presidential Action
4/9/96: Signed by president      

Senate Action

Senate passes Conference Report

House Action
Conference report printed in the record

House Action

Government Reform and Oversight Committee 
holds hearings on HR2

Government Reform and Oversight Committee
approves HR2

Rules Committee reports on HR2 (Part I)

Government Reform and Oversight Committee
reports on HR2 (Part II)

House considers HR2

House passes HR2

House passes S4 (amended 
with the text of HR2)

House appoints conferees to S4

Conference Committee Action

9/27/95: Conference held

11/8/95: Conference resumed

3/14/96: Conferees agree to a compromise
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House of Representatives and Senate: Comparing Powers and Functions

House Senate Powers and Functions

✔ ✔ Power to introduce, pass, and reject legislation

✔ ✔ Power to override the president’s veto

✔ ✔ Power to censure and, if necessary, expel its
members with a two-thirds vote

✔ ✔ Power to propose constitutional amendments

✔ Power to advise and consent to treaties negotiated
by the president

✔ Power to raise money or propose revenue bills to
carry out the functions of the federal government

✔ Power to impeach federal officials

✔ Power to try federal officials on impeachment
charges

✔ ✔
Power to address succession problems if a candidate
should die or if the president should become
incapacitated or resign

✔ Power to approve the president’s appointees to
federal judgeships and executive departments

✔ ✔ Power to choose a president (Congress is in charge
of counting electoral votes in a joint session.)

✔
If no presidential candidate has a majority of
electoral votes, the House chooses the president
from the three candidates with the most votes.
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Conflict and Agreement between House and Senate

HOUSE
Different Reelection Cycles

Representatives serve two-year terms
and must always be concerned about the
next election; therefore, they may be
more eager to get legislation passed.

Appropriation Abilities

The House has been delegated the
exclusive right to initiate revenue
bills. Thus the House Ways and Means
Committee, created in 1811, became a
powerful force.

Influence on Appointments and 
Foreign Affairs

House members have no power over
presidential appointees and much less
power than the Senate over foreign
affairs.

Focus on Constituencies

Because House and Senate members can be reelected an unlimited number of times 
in many states, they have many opportunities to address the needs of their
constituents. They tend to focus on serving their constituents rather than on
national policies.

Regional Members Work Together

Members of Congress from the same geographic regions work together to push through
legislation that benefits their states. For example, senators and representatives
from Midwestern states usually work together on agricultural policies.

Party Members Work Together

Senators and representatives of the same political party cooperate in passing
legislation that is endorsed by their party leadership. For example, Republicans
in Congress cooperated to push through bills to reform the Medicare system in 1995.

Areas of Conflict

Areas of Agreement

SENATE

Senators serve six-year terms that
give them more flexibility in their
agendas and more time to carry out
their programs.

The Senate Finance Committee was
regarded as the House’s much weaker
partner until the Legislative
Reorganization Act was passed in the
1970s; this Act weakened the House
Ways and Means Committee. Still, the
Senate attaches major tax amendments
to minor House tax bills as a way
to exert more financial control.

The Senate was given the power to
“advise and consent” for foreign
treaties and in the confirmation of
presidential appointees to federal
positions, making it stronger than
the House in foreign affairs and in
its check on presidential power. 
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